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A METHOD TO DETERMINE FAST AND THERMAL NEUTRON
FLUXES BY FOIL ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
l tU ...

Richard L. Murri and Dennis G. Vasilik

I"

Abstract. A general method of foil activation analysis
for measuring neutron fluxes is presented with a complete' derivation of the mathematical expressions used.
Although the method is not new, de'scriptions of the
theory, experimental procedures, and the constants and
parameters used in the analysis are widely scattered
in the literature. This report compiles this information
for easy reference. Detailed examples using copper
foil activation for measuring fast neutron fluxes and
indium foil activation for measuring thermal neutron
fluxes are given.
INTRODUCTION
As part of a project to develop neutron radiography
U8ing a m:ulrun generalur, iL was necessary tu measw·e
the fast neutron output of the generator and the thermal
neutron fluxes produced in a moderator surrounding the
generator. A method of foil activation analysis was
chosen to determine the desired fluxes.
Before this technique could be applied it was necessary
to search the literature extensively to find the theory
and the values for the ~xperimental quantities associated with the method. In many case our experimental
conditions were different from those reported in the
literature and it was difficult to obtain the correct
values. This report compiles all the information
necessary to apply this technique to a wide variety of
experimental conditions.
The complete derivation of the mathematical theory is
given. The formulae obtained relate the neutron flux to
the number of counts registered by the counting system.
The expression also takes into account all the experimental conditions including irradiation time, transfer
time, counting time, area and thickness of foil, type of
foil, and various counting factors. These factors are
discussed and an explanation is given as to how the
values for each are obtained.
One of the more difficult values to obtain is the
detector efficiency. This factor combines the geometry factor and the efficiency of the detector to absorb
radiation of a particular energy. An expression for this
factor is derived in Appendix I and a computer program
used to calculate it is given in Appendix II.

Copper foil was used to determine the fast neutron flux
and indium foil was used to determine the thermal flux.
An example of each type of determination is discussed
in detail.
'

THEORY
Derivation of Flux Relationships:

It 'is possible·to measure the intensity of a neutron
flux by taking advantage of certain neutron absorption
reactions which lead to the formation of radioisotopes
whose activity can be determined by gamma counting.
The activity of an irradiated sample is directly related
to the neutron flux. In 'deriving this relationship, the
following assumptions are made:

1. The neutron source is isotropic.
2. Multiple interactions between neutrons and nuclei
are negligible.
,

A thin foil of known physical and nuclear properties is
irradiated by neutrons for a given time t 0 • The foil is
then removed from the flux and transferred to a counter
where its activity is measured. Figure 1 shows the
time sequence for this procedure.
The rate R per unit area of foil at which neutrons in
the beam interact with nuclei in the foil in a small
thickness dx at the position x (measured from the
front face of the foil) is given by
(1)

where nt is the total number of nuclei per unit volume,
is the total neutron cross section, and <P (x) is the
neutron flux in neutrons/cm2 /sec. The flux <Pis not
constant throughout the foil but is equal to the incident
flux minus the rate at which neutrons have been
removed from the beam by interactions with nuclei in a
thickness x of the foil. That is,

at

<P (x) =<Po -

R(x).

(2)
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Figure 1. Activation Analysis Sequence.

where A is the area of the foil. l!:quation 3 gives the
total interaction rate which includes scattering events
and many types of absorption reactions. The activity
in the foil that is actually measured is produced by
one particular nuclear reaction. Thus, it is the rate at
which this pnrticulnr reaction i3·occurring, not tho
total rate as given in Equation 3, that must be related
to the activity in the foll.

Substituting Equation 2 into Equation 1 gives

or

The particular rate is obtained by multiplying the

Integrating over the thickness of the foil,

At x = 0, R = 0, so C = ln¢ 0 and the above equation
becomes

This can then be rewritten as

total rate (Equation 3) by the relative probability that
the d'iiiired r'il:ilction will i;iccur. Thi .. rPl.,ti\TP prnh~
ability is the ratio uf the macruscupic cr.usl:i l:ita:Liuu
lp for the particular reaction to the total macroscopic
cross section Lt· Thus, the rate at which particular
nuclei aie Leiug dl.Liv,.LcJ in" ~µ.:..:.ific w.iy i.3 given by

where the subscript p refers to the particular reaction
of intP.rP.st.

Since l = na, the above equation can be written as

The total rate at which neutrons interact with the
nuclei in the foil is thus

(4)

(3)
2
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During activation, the rate of change of the number N
of activated nuclei is equal to the rate at which they
are produced minus the rate at which they decay. Thus,

At t = 0, N = N0 , so C = lnN0 and

N

ln- =-At,

No

dN
-=

dt

RA-',\N

or

'

where ,\ is the decay constant.
This can be rearranged to the form

Ni = Noe-At i,

(6)

dN

- - - - = ,\dt.

(:A -N)

Similarly, during counting, the rate of decay is
dN/dt =-:-AN where t = 0 is now defined to be at the
start of counting. Using the conditions that at t = 0,
N = N1 and at t = t 2 , N = N2 the result is

Integrating,

(7)

At t = 0, N = 0, so C = ln RA/,\ and then this equation
can be written as

~ ~-At,

The number of atoms which decay during time t 2 is
just N, - N,. Denoting this by NT,

--N

A~A

RA

In
(

Substituting for N1 and N0 using (5), (6), and (7)
results in

or

Using (4) this becomes

H we let N = N0 at the end of irradiation (t = t 0 ), then

¢ 0 Anpap(1-e-ntatx) (

_ 'L '.\
,
(
, :\
1-e I\ °J e~At1 1-e-/\~J. (8)

ntat,\

the above equation becomes

(5)
During transfer from the neutron irradiation position to
the gamma counter, the rate of decay is
dN
- =-AN,
dt

where t = 0 is now defined to be at the start of transfer.
Integrating, this becomes
lnN =-At+ C.

NT =

Equation (8) is an expression for the true number of
atoms which decay during the counting period~·
NT is also related to the number of counts C obtained
by counting the activated foil. When gamma counting
is used in the analysis, the area of a particular photopeak is determined fromithe gamma spectrum. This
area (C) is related to NT by correcting for photopeak
efficiency P, branching ratio£, absorption correction
factor a, and detector efficiency q. These factors are
explained in the next section. The relation between
NT and C is thus
NT= C/Prnq.
3
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way. If an absorber is present between the foil and the
detector, it will interact with some of the gamma rays
coming from the foil, preventing them from reaching the
detector. The gamma-ray absorption factor, a, is
computed by determining the ratio of the intensity of
gammas, of a given energy passing through the· absorber
lo the intensity of the gammas of the given e~ergy
incident on the absorber. This is expressed as 2

Substituting in Equation (8) one obtains

or

a =

~ = Bf Bae (-µfpf6.(cµaPa 6.(a)
Ia

This expression thus gives the neutron flux in
neutrons/cm2 -sec as a function of the number of
counts i~ a certain photopeak measured during
cm1niing iime i,,
The total neutron output of the source in neutrons/
sec is given by

<Pt

=

411R 2 ¢ 0

(10)

where R is the distance from the source to the foil.

Explanation of Counting Factors:
As given previously, the relationship between NT and

C ls NT= C/Pmq.

.

where B is the dose buildup factor,µ is the mass
attenuation coefficient, p is the density of the absorber
and ~e is the absorber thickness. The subscripts £
and a represent the foil and aLsorLer respeclively.
Since we are concerned with only a certain energy
g<imma my pai>sing through the ablilorber, the dose
2
buildup factors Bf= Ba= l.0.

q is the detector efficiency. It is a measure of the
aLiliLy of Lhe <letector to .<letect the radiation coming
from the radioactive source. It is a combination of a
geometry factor and the probability that a certain energy
photon will be adsorbed in the detector. For a thin
disk source of radius R placed at a height 110 above a
Nal(Tl) c.ry1~tnl of rudiu.s r 0 , uiid Lhi.:k11cs,;, L0 ; Lhv
detector efficiency is given by1

P is the photopeak efficiency or sometimes called the
peak-to-total ratio. A gamma ray may interact with the
detector in three different ways: (1) photoelectric
effect, (2) Compton effect, or (3) pair production. The
P is the ratio of the number of gammas of a certain
energy interacting by the photoelectric effect to the
number of gammas of the same energy interacting by
all three processes.

q=

J J
R

17

-~-2

11/2

xdx

-TT/2

0

{

f

def>

()1

{l-e-T·taf COS()) sin()d()

0

P is dependent on the energy of the gaqima ray and the
size of the detector. The factor can be.experimentally
measured or obtained from published data. 1
is the bran_ching ratio. This is the number of gamma
rays of a certain energy emitted per decay of the activated nuclide. This factor is obtained by studying the
decay scheme <J the nuclide of interest.

f

()

()

a is the gamma-ray absorption correction factor. It is
composed of two parts. One part corrects for self
absorption in the foil and the other corrects for absorption in an absorber. Both are calculated in the same
4

r

x

-1

1

2

=tan - ta+ho

=tan

-1

x

ho

= absorption coefficient for Nal (dependent on
photon energy).
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For a disk thick enough that its finite thickness· must
be taken into account and the same conditions as above,
the detector efficiency is

0

DISK SOURCE
'ABSORBER HIGH VOLTAGE
POWER Slffl.Y
Nal(TI)
DETECTOR

PRE-AMPLIFIER

SINGLE
CHANNEL
ANALYZER
TIMER

AMPLIFIER

Figure 2. Gamma Counting System.

where t is the thickness of the source.
The derivation of the above equations is given in
Appendix I. These equations and many efficiencies·
for various crystal sizes and gamma energies are
given, in reference 1. For cases not listed in
reference 1 the equations must be numerically integrated. The efficiency for the particular case
described in the following section to illustrate the
method was not given, therefore a computer program
was written using the above equation to calculate
q. This program is included in Appendix II. It was
written in FORTRAN IV for use on Computer Sharing
Services Time Sharing System.

interest. The window of the single channel analyzer
was then set to accept just this photopeak. The
counting sequence included a count of the foil and
then a background count. C, as given in Equation (9),
is the foil count minus the background count.
The fast and thermal neutron fluxes are measured
separately and will be discussed separately in the
following sections.

Fast Neutron Flux Determination:
The fast neutron flux is determined by activating and
counting a copper foil. For the purposes of this paper
"fast" neutrons will be taken to mean approximately
14-Me V neutrons.

EXAMPLES OF METHOD
Experimental Techniques:
The neutron source used in these experiments is a
Kaman Nuclear Model A-711 Sealed-Tube Neutron
Generator with a rated output of 14-Me V neutrons of
1011 n/sec. The head of the generator is placed in a
30-inch-diameter cylindrical graphite assembly which
moderates and collimates the neutrons.
The flux at a given position in the neutron beam is
determined by irradiating a metal foil at that position
and then measuring the activity of the foil by gamma
counting.
The counting appar:ot.11R nRccl for t.hcBP. meRBurcments
is shown in Figure 2. The counting system was cali. prated by first. taking a complete gamma spectrum of
the radioactive foil and then locating the photopeak of

Neutron activation of copper leads to the following
reactions

63

Cu + n -62 Cu + 2n ·

I

T,, = 9.9 min.

L..:__

62

Ni +

f3+

(2.92 MeV)

The activated copper foil is sandwiched between two
3
fs-inch-thick disks which annihilate the positrons
causing the emission of two 0.511-MeV gammas per
annihilation. These gammas are counted to measure
the activity. The absorber' thickness was chosen to
conform to the "TexaB Convention. " 3
Table l gives the essential physical and nuclear
properties of the copper foil used in the analysis.
5
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Table I. Physical and Nuclear Properties of Copper
Foil.
x = 0.0254 cm

Thickness of foil
Area of foil
Density of. copper
Isotopic abundance of

63

A

= 5.0671 cm2

p

= 8.96 g/cc
0.6909

Cu

Average atomic weight of Cu
Half life of

62

T~

Cu decay

~emission per

62

63

Cu nuclei per unit vol.

Decay constant for

62

Cu

Total cross section

ap =530 mba

nt
I\

Number of Cu nuclei per unit vol.

= 9.9 min.

0.97

Cu decay

Cross section for (n,2n) reaction
Number of

63.51 amu

rl2

= 5.8675 X l
cm
= 0.0011669 sec -l

(4) Detector efficiency; the copper foils used in this
measurement are 2.54-cm diameter and are sandwiched
between 0.9525-cm-thick Lucite absorbers. This whole
aoocmbly io the oourcc of 0.511-Me V gammas. The
source thickness is thus 1.905 cm and the source to
detector distance is 2.0475 cm. The absorption
coeffir.ient.1 r = 0-.32 cm- 1 • TTsing the r.omp1.1ter progrAm
iri Appendix II, the detector efficiency for the above
arrangement was calculated to be q = 0.1075'.

'
-3

~ = 8.4925 X Iifl cm •
at = 2.88 ha

3

a Murrey D. Goldberg, et al., Neutron Cross Sections, BNL 325,
2nd ed., Suvp. No. 2, Vol. II-A, February 1966.

The time intervals used for the fast neutron measilrement are: irradiation time t 0 = 2 min., transfer time
t 1 = 2 min., and counting time t2 = 2 minutes.
Substituting all these values in equation (9) one obtains

¢0
The cross section is very energy dependent and the
energy of the neutrons depends on the angle at which
they are emitted from the source. The value of 530 mb
is for 14.4-Me V neutrons which are emitted at an angle
of 45° from the accelerator beam.
The number of 63 Cu atoms per unit volume is calculated
using the formula

np

=

NAV·P· (Isotopic Abundance)

=

169.6812 C.

As a spec.ific' example, a copper foil was placed
30.48 cm from the source at an angle of 45° from the
beam. The irradiation time was 2 minutes, transfer
time Wlii!> 2 minutes, aud couuliug ti.1m:: Wl:li!> 2 111i11ules.
The count was 36,448 and the background showed
8625 counts. Thus, C = 27,823 and

<Po=

169.6812.27,823"' 1°.721 x 106 n/cm 2 -sec.

The total neutron output is then

Atomic Weight
whert: NA v is Avogad.rn's number.
The counting factors for the fast neutron measurement are as follows: (1) Photopeak efficiency; for
0.511-Me V gammas detected by a 3-inch diameter x
3-inch thick NaHTl) crystal, P = 0.625,1 (2) Branching
ratio; there are two 0.511-Me V gammas emitted per
positron annihilation and 0.97 positrons emitted per
decay of 62 Cu; thus E = 1.94. (3) Absorption correction
factor; for a Lucite absorber and for 0.511-MeV gammas,
µ = 0.095 cm1 /g. The density of Lucite is 1.176 g/cm 3 •
The absorber completely surrounds the foil and thus
the thickness used is the average thickness or
2
IJ,.~ = 0.9525 cm. For copperµ= 0.084 cm /g,
3
p = 8.96 g/cm and the average thickness t'J,.f, = 0.0127 cm.
Using these parameters the abs crpt ion correction
factor is

= 5.51 x 1010 n/sec.
The error associated with this measurement is estimated
to be 53.
Thermal Neutron Flux Determination:
The thermal flux is determined by activating and counting an indium foil. Neutron activation of the indium
leads to the following r·eactions:
11

.

"ln + n -

11

m
b

In - - -116 Sn +

13- ' s + gammas.

In the decay of 116 Sn to the ground state a number of
gammas are emitted. One of the most prominent is a
1.29-Me V gamma. The area of the 1.29-Me V photopeak
is used Lo determine the activity of the indium foil.

a= exp(-0.084·8.96.0.0127-0.095°1.176°0.9525)
= 0.8905.
6

To stop the betas from entering the crystal and interfering with the counting results, a Lucite absorber is
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placed between the indium foil and the detector. The
thjckness required to stop the 1-MeV beta is approximately 0.381 cm.
Table II gives the essential properties of the indium
used in this analysis.

Table II. Physical and Nuclear Properties of Indium
Foil.
Thickness of foil
Area of foil

A

= 0.0761 cm
= 4. 7875 cm2

Density of indium

p

= 7.31

x

Isotopic abundance of

115

In

Half life of

116

Ty,= 54 min.
116

mln decay

Cross section for (n,yl reaction
Number of

115

In nuclei per unit vol.

Decay constant for

116

min

0.81
ap=l57ba
2

3

np = 3.67 X 1Cl2 cmA = 0.000213934 sec_,

Number of In nuclei per unit vol.

nt

=3.83x1Cl22cm-

Tot.a 1 r.rnRR sect.inn

al =l96ha

Substituting all the appropriate values into equation (9)
one obtains

As a specific example the thermal flux was determined
at the port opening of the graphite moderator. An
indium foil was placed in the beam at the port opening.
It was irradiated for 10 minutes and after a transfer
time of 3 minutes was counted for 3 minutes.

114 .82

min decay

Number of 1.29 gammas per

The time intervals used in the thermal flux determination are: irradiation time t 0 = 10 min., transfer time
t 1 = 3 min., and counting time t 2 = 3 minutes.

¢ 0 = 1.3432 C.

0.9572

Average atomic weight of In

detector effi"ciency for the above arrangement was
calculated to be q = 0.08253.

The total count was 2,186,263 and the background was
4,600. Thus, C = 2,181,663 and

3

¢ 0 = 2.94 x 106 n/cm2 -sec

a·Murrey D. Goldberg et al., Neutron Cross Sections, BNL 325,
2nd ed., Su.pp. No. 2, Vol. Il-B, August 1966.

which is the desired measurement. The error associated with this measurement is approximately 3.5%.

The counting factors for the thermal neutron measurement are as follows: (1) Photopeak efficiency; for a
1.29-Me V gamma detected by a 3-inch-diameter x
3-inch-thick Nal(Tl) crystal, P = 0.355. (2) Branching
ratio; from the decay scheme of indium-116m, the average
number of 1.29-Me V gammas produced per decay of the
nucleus is 0.81. Thus, f = 0.81. (3) Absorption correction factor; for indiumµ= 0.052 cm2 /g, p = 7.31
g/ cm3 , and 11~ = 0.381 cm. Using these parameters
the absorption correction factor is
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APPENDIX I
Derivation of Detector Efficiency
The detector efficiency is a combination of the
geometry factor and the absorption factor. In this
derivation, the geometry factor will be derived first
and then combined in the proper way with the absorption factor. The various quantities used in the
derivation are shown in Figure 1-1.

'

I

l

~

I

I

I

1
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:(i l
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I
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:

I

1,

:
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I i
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~
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CRYSTAL

e

f f

17

0

G=-

R

This expression must be combined with the absorptiof!
factor, which is the ratio of photons absorbed in the
crystal to the number of photons impinging on the
crystal. Let l 0 be the number of photons impinging on
the crystal. Then the number passing through the
crystal is given .by

where r is the absorption coefficient and qt is the
thickness of the crystal traversed by the photons.
The numher ahsorhed is thus

The detector. efficiency is then given by

G= -

f

/·

0

q = 11R 2
0

477.77fi 2
0

0

0

R
xdx

f f

rr

f

d¢

0

r~ = x

2rr

xdxda

f

1

f

e
(1-e-rqt) sin Ode.

0

The photon pathlength in the crystal qt must be further
defined in terms of the angles 0 and ¢. Consider the top
view of the crystal as shown in Figure 1-1. Using the
Law of Cosines,

sin Od0d¢.

2rr

sinOde.

0

0

0

For a disk source of radius R,

1
-

f

xdx

rrR 2

e

and the absorption factor is the ratio

The geometry factor is the solid angle subtended by
the detector at the source divided by 4rr. For a point
source the geometry factor G is given by

G= :

R

·

Figure 1-1. Source and Detector Geometry.

2rr

-f

1

e

2

+

x

2

-

2xx cos a

but

¢+a==rr

and

cos a= cos(rr-¢) = -c·os¢.

Thus

r~ = x +

sin0d0d¢.

0

~~·

Integral over
disk area

Solid Angle
integral

The integral over a can be done immediately, and by
symmetry, ¢ may be integrated from o to rr and
multiplied hy 2. Thns the above expression can be
written as

2

x

2

-

2xx cos¢.

Rearranging terms and solving for X by the ·quadratic
formula gives

Q
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Again referring to Figure l-1, angles 01 and
given by

e

2

are

By simple geometry then

LINEOF

SYMMETRY
X
hu
<
IP=-- - - - for el<

and

sine

cose

-

e ~e2.

Substituting these values for IP into the expression
for the detector efficiency gives

Figure 1-2. Top View of Crystal Showing Heath's

MooificatiQn.

,.

If the source is thick then the· expression for the
geometry factor is extended to include the thickness
and ill givPn hy
t

G=---4rr·rrR2.r.
0

But

·~

+ )( 3

-·

2xx cos a.

3ii'
¢+a= -

2rr

_f

0

e

2rr
xdxdady , (
0

0

~

Vegors et al.,1 uses a slightly different form of the
above equation. The principle axis for the angle ¢ is
shown in Figure 1-2. By the Law of Cosines·
r~"' x~

R

f f

1

'

0

.!

~,

int~gral

solid angle
intf' gr"'.l

uvt:r
dfol< -.·olume

sineded¢.

The development of this expression is identical to
that given above. Thus, the final expression for a
source of thickness t is

2

cos.a= cosrr - (¢ - rr/2) =-cos(¢ - rr/2)

so

t

J f

=-cos (rr/2 - ¢)=-sin¢.

dy,

0

Thus

r~ = x +
2

x

2

0

R

f

xdx

,,.
d¢

0

+ 2xx sin¢.

Solving for X gives

Now in order to preserve symmetry the integral over
¢must go from -rr/2 to rr/2 or from rr/2 torr.
1

S, H. Vegors et al., Calculated Efficiencies of Cylindrical
Radiation Detectors, AEC Report ID0-16370 (1958).

JO

where h = h0 + y and all other variables are defined
as before.
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APPENDIX II
Computer Program for CALCULATION OF DETECTOR EFFICIENCY

oc

'

EFFIC--A PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE DETECTOR EFFICIENCY OF A
SODIUM IODIDE CRYSTAL.
RO IS THE RADIUS OF THE DETECTOR, R
IS THE RADIUS OF THE DISK SOURCE, HO IS THE DISTANCE FRO~
THE SOURCE TO THE DETECTOR, TO IS THE THICKNESS OF THE
DETECTOR, AND TAU IS THE ABSORPTION COEFFiCIENT OF THE NAICTL>
T IS THE SOURCE THICKNESS.
CRYSTAL AND IS ENERGY DEPENDENT.

lC
2C
3C
4C
SC
6C
7C
lOOC NUMERIC4L INTEGRATION OF NAI<TL) DETECTOR ·EFFICIENCY
1 1 oc

120
1 30
1 40
1 50
1 60
1" 70
180

190
2 00
210
220
239
240
250
260
210·
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390

400
410
420
l'.J30

DIMENSION CONSTC25>
PRINT 40,
PRINT SQ,
PRINT ,
CALL OPENF C1, "EFF I CD")
READ Cl , > N
DO 100 TP;;;l.N
READCl,) RO, TO, R, T, HQ, TAU
M = 19
IFCT.EQ.O.Q) M = 1
CONST<l> = 1.0
N ~ The number of data sets
CONSTC2> = s.o
RO = Radius of the detector
CONSTC3> = l·O
TO = Thickness of detector
CONSTC4> = 6·0
R = Radius of source
CONST<S> = 1.0
T = Thickness of source
CONSTC6> = s.o
HO = Distance from source to detector
CONST<7> = 2.0
TAU = Absorption coefficient of
CONSTC8> = s.o
NaI(Tl) crystal
COl\TST<9> = 1. 0
= 0.32 for 0.511 MeV gammas}
{ = 0.203 for 1.29 MeV gammas
CONST<lO> = 6.0
CONSTCl l > = 1. 0
CONSTC12> = s.o
All values of the input· data must
CO\JSTC13> = 2.0
be in centimeters. The output
CONST<l4> = s.o
data is in inches. The input data
CONSTC15) = 1. 0
is stored under the file name
CONSTC16> = 6.0
"EFF I CD II •
CONSTC17> = 1.0
CONSTC18> = s.o
CONSTC19> = 1.0
PI = 3.1415926536
TOTINT = O.O
DO 35 L=l,Ni
AL = L
Y = <AL - 1 • 0 >
CT I 1 8 • 0 )
H = HO + Y
RDJT = O.O
DO 30 I=l,19

440
4 50
4 60
470
480
l'.J 90 A I

*

=

=

I

CA I • 1. 0 >
510 PHIINT ~ o~o
5 20 DO 20 J= 1, 1 9
5 00 X

*

CH I

18 • 0 >

11
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5 30 AJ = J
540 PHI = -PI/2.0 + CAJ.- 1.0) * CPI I 18~0>
550 XCAP = -X*SINCPHI) + SQRTCXt2*CSINCPH!))t2 + ROt2 -Xt2)
!J 60 ARGl - XCAf' / CH I· TO)
570 ARG2 = XCAP I H
580 THETAl = ATAN~ARGl>
590 THETA2 = ATANCARG2>
600 XINTl =· Q.Q
610 XINT2 = o.o
6 20 DO 10 K= 1, 19
630 AK = K
640 THETAO = <AK - 1.0)
CTHETAl I 18.0>
650 THETA= THETAl + <AK - 1.0>
{THETA2 - THETA!> I 18.0
660 XINTl = XINTl + CONSTCK)
SINCTHETAO> * c1.o - EXPC-TAU
6 70& TO I COS CTHETAO > >)
680 10 XINT2 = XINT2 + CQNSTCK> * SINCTHETA>
Cl .o - EXPC-TAU
690& CXCAP/SINCTHETA> - H/COSCTHETAl)))
700 20 PHIINT = PHIINT + CONSTCJ)
CCTHETAl/60.Q)
XINTl +
710& CCTHETA2 - THETAll/60·0>
XINT2>
720 30 RINT = RINT + CONSTCI)
ex* CPI/6Q.Q)
PHIINT>
730 35 TOTINT = TOTINT + CONSTCL>
CCR/60.0> * RINT>
740 G = CCT/60.0> * TOTINT> I CPI
R * R
T>
750 IFCT•EQ•O•O> G = TOTINT ./ CPI" • R * Rl
760 tt = 2.Q
R I 2.54
770 HO = HO I 2.54
780 RO= 2.0 *RO'/ 2.54
7YO TO = TO I 2.54
800 T = T I 2.54
810 PRINT 60, RO, TO, tl, T, HQ, TAU, G
8 20 40 FOt!.'.'1At ( 4X, "DETECTOR", BX, "SOUHCE", :3:3X, "UET.!:!:C TUH'; J
830 50 FOHMATC4X, "DIA
TO", ?X, "DIA
T'', lQX, "HQ", 9X,· "TAiJ!',
8 40& ?X1 "EFF IC I El\JCY" >
850 60 FORMATC3X, F4.1, ix, F4.1, 6X, F4.1, ix, F5.2, 6X, F6.3, 6X1

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

!3f,Q& F6.3 .. SX, E12.6)
8 70 100 CONTINUE
860 PHINT~ t2

890 END

1 00 2
110 3.81,

1.62,

120 3.31, 7.62,

i.:::n,

1.9os,

2.0475,

~INPUT

0.32

1.27, o.o, 3.0, 0.203

/OUTPUT
~

.

~

DIA

3.0
3.0

1. 0
1.0

12

3.0
3.0

D!.'.:TECTOH

SOIJHGF.

DETECTOR
DIA
TO

T

0.75

o.oo

HO
0. i306
1 • li:H

TA.U

EFF IC I El\.JCY

0.320

Q.107499E+OO

0.203

Q.825311E-01

